
“VOICE OF PAUL-x-LUKE” SERIES 
This series shows how the writings of the apostle Paul and his traveling-&-writing assistant Luke, all tie in together to construct 

“the basic frame of the entire New Testament” from 16 of its books. Under Paul’s unique influence, all these writings emphasize 
 God forging His People into a new kind of Followership whose “growth policy” involves embodying every kind of people & heritage. 
It is within the framework of this people-building endeavor that (1) the Forgiving-&-Restoring Power of Jesus especially gets to be 

displayed, and where (2) its best participants are those whose lives have God’s Presence “pouring forth” within them.  
 
study #33:  Does Paul Write Hebrews (“Jesus Your Cosmic Brother”) to Priests in Antioch?  

—   covering Hebrews 1-6 —
 
ACTION #1. Hebrews may have the most challenging 
“theology” (deep thinkings about God) in the entire NT. 
The author purposefully hides his name, and there is a 
huge debate about whether Paul or someone else 
(Luke?) is the true author. The letter is all about Jesus 
being the supreme “Stander-in-Your-Place” that you 
could ever have, and therefore encouraging its readers 
to entrust both their lives & entire life-calling to him. 
But WHO are the author’s original readers… WHO is 
Paul (or Luke or whoever) even writing to, & what are 
they like or what do they need? Each on your own, 
check out these 4 clues found in Hebrews about the 
original audience’s identity, then afterwards as a group 
discuss: which one piques your curiosity the most & why. 

1. they are followers of Jesus who made some 
sort of major life-change, perhaps so big that it 
cost them living in their beloved “city” 

2. among Jesus’ accomplishments, they are 
particularly interested in just how Jesus 
replaced-&-upgraded the Mosaic Law’s use of 
“priests” 

3. they are particularly capable—maybe by 
education, special calling, and experience—to 
act as “teachers” among the larger followership 
of Jesus 

4. they have something special in common, but 
are struggling with “how” they belong to the 
rest of the community’s Christians

 
ACTION #2. The author of Hebrews writes about Jesus’ “Most Excellent-ness” in a similar manner that Paul does 
in the books of Colossians and Ephesians (last week’s study). As a group read Hebrews 1:1-12 and then discuss: in 
these verses, what are all the specifics mentioned here about Jesus’ identity and greatness? 
 
ACTION #3. Read—in Hebrews 2:14-18 and also 5:7-9—about the great lengths Jesus went in order to provide for 
mankind’s needs, & then afterwards discuss: what all, exactly, do these verses describe Jesus as “willing to do?” 
 
ACTION #4. Throughout this book, the author alternates—back and forth—from (A) first talking about Jesus and 
his excellent-ness, and then (B) exhorting them to go do something with it. Like this: (A)-(B)-(A)-(B)-(A)-(B). Read 
each of these following exhortations—Hebrews 2:1-4 & 3:12-14 & 4:14-16—and then afterwards discuss:   

• what overall message of exhortation or encouragement is similar in all 3 of these passages? 
• what difficulty do you think the original readers might have been facing, that they needed to hear this? 

 
ACTION #5. The author of Hebrews wanted his readers not to merely “hold on,” but “mature” into positions of 
leadership! Read this next round of exhortations—in Hebrews 5:11-6:1 and 6:9-12—and then afterwards discuss: 

• re-describe in your own words what these passages are saying 
• later, chapter 11 will describe God’s “world-changers” of the past—how do these verses here relate? 

 
 

EXTRA… FOR THOSE MOTIVATED, DEVOTED, & WITH SOME SELF-COMMAND: 
GOLD CHALLENGE …read ahead (& maybe journal about) for next study: Hebrews 7-13 

PENGUIN CHALLENGE … (=daily reading + cover full NT+Psalms during series): read GC plus Revelation 11-14 
 

 


